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r. Abstract 

PHaI'OOR.lPHS OF SOME EFFECTS ON RAIN DROPS 

OF SHOCK WAVF.S PRODUCED BI 60-CALIBER 

AND 20-MM PROJECTILES 

P.O. P. Seidl 

BOB:n«l AIRPIJN B COMPANY 

Projectiles fro.a a 60-caliber and a 20-mn gun were fired- through simulated 
rain drops of dianeters l. 7 z O.)nm. The projectile velocities were 
varied from 1900 ft/sec to 406o ft/sec and in certain cases the intensities 
of the bow shock waves could be estimated. Motion-picture sequences of 
the interactions of the projectiles and rain drops were taken by a Fastax 
high-speed camera setup. Times between successive photographs were ap
proximately 1$0 microseconds. '!'he illpacts of the low shock waves were 
seen to jar and distort the rain drops which always broke up some 600 to 
4000 microsecoms later.. The times required for breakup seemed to depeld 
upon the ehock wave intensity. In cues requiring times of the order of 
4000 ai.croseconds, blasts of debris and gaseous explosion products from 
the gun muszle JIB7 have contributed to the breakup. 

II• Introduction 

While eff.l.uating the problelll of the rain erosion of radoes and leading 
edges of a supersonic aircraft, the following question arose: What happens 
to a typical rain drop when struck by- the bow shock wave generated by the 
nose of a supersonic aircraft or by- a prong extending out ahead of the 
nose? The experiment described herein was designed in an atteJII¢, to answer 
this question. 

III. Experimental Method 

J. simple expedience for eXBJlini.ng the effects of shock waves on rain drops 
was to photograph progressive~ the motion of a projectile and its associ
ated shock waves through simulated rain. The pn,duction of rain arops of 
any desired size was J1Srely a matter of choosing a proper orifice from 
which water could fall. The intensity or the bow shock waves could be con
trolled by varyi~ the speed of the projectile and the shape of its nose. 
A high-speed Fas tax J10tion-picture camera ( see Reference 1) was available 
for photographi~ the rain drops before and after impact with a bow shook 
wave. Unfortunately, the camera was not sufficiently fast to stop the 
motion of the projectiles and to define the shock fronts; although the 
presence of these can be recognized by their blurred images. 
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The projectiles were fired trom either a 60-caliber or 20-11111 gun through 
the rain drops into a revetment ( see Figure l). For muuring projectile 
speeds two screens were situated some 8 tt bey-ond the proint of inter
section of the rain-drop atream and the line of tire. Bach • creen vu a 
one-toot square wooden frame etrw:ag vi th tine copper wires which had to 
be replaced after each shot. The ti.JIB required tor each pro jectilAt to 
tra'f8rse the distance between the successiw screens wu aeuured bT a 
cry-atal-oontrolled chronOJl9ter. 

'!'he optical ay-stem ( eee Figure 2) conaisted of the tolloving eleaents 
aounted in a lines (1) A 1irconia lov•voltage arc light. (SylTania C-100) 
located (;fJ inches fro• a first eol.li.uting lens• ( 2) A pair of 6-inch 
diameter convergi~ lenses B:>unted 30 inches apart and (3) A 16-1111 Fast.ax 
high-speed cB11era (see Reference 1) situated 60 inches from the second 
lens. Tbe arc wu at the focus of the fir• t lens which toraed a region ot 
collimated light. The second lena collected this light and focused it 011 
the caera'• iris diaphragm which wu Ht at t/22. Tbe rain fell through 
the region ot collillated light between the two lenses. Both tba dropa ud 
the projectiles appeared on the photographs as shadova. .lctul.13, tbB 
drops were dark because they- refracted light out of the camera. On the 
otmr hand, the projectiles fo~d true ahadowa b7 intercepting the light.. 
Moreo"fer, the photographed sizes of the rain drops and the projectiles 
were indspendent. of their distances from the c&Era. 

The rastax camera (see Reference l) exposed a continuoual,7 aoVi.Dg tila. T• shutter action was produced by a high-speed rotating parallel-aided 
pris11. The latter wu synchronised by- gears with the aovi~ til.Ja. Electric 
power for operati~ the camera was obtaiaed trom a booster circuit (see 
References l and 2). In order to gain a rapid acceleration of both the 
rotati~ prism and the filll reels, t.he booster circuit supplied power at 
300 TOlts for the first 100 • illiseconds ot operation, at 290 volte during 
the aecond 100 milliseconds and at 260 wlts tor the remainder ot a run. 
In typical operation only the final 20 feet of a 100-foot reel of fila vu 
movi~ at the ll&XiDauna speed of 8000 frames per second. The exposure tiM 
was equal to the reciprocal of the product of the number ot frames· per 
second and 5.6. The firing of the gun was always delayed o.6 seconds 
after starti~ the camera in order to allow it to approach Ml speed. 
P'inall,71 Super XX 16-mm fil• or its equiTalent wu uaecl 1n all rona. 

The artificial rain drops were produced by tte breakup of a tine stream 
of water emerging from a single 0.035-inch bole drilled at the end of a 
Jipe which was joined to a 50-gallon drwa. The latter wu supporiecl ao 
that the 0.035-inch bole was 10 teat direct~ above the point of inter
section of the line of fire and the optical axis ot the c&Era. In talli~ 
the etream brokl!t up into cigar-• haped slugs of water, each ot which foraed 
into a spherical drop. Thi• fact arxl the relation between droplet di• 
81118ter and orifice diameter bas been explained b7 Lord Rayleigh (aee Refer
ence J). 

The water stream ar¥1 droplets tell through a 4-inch tube which acted a• a 
wind shield. The si• ul.ated rain appeared on the pbotographs u spherical 
drops about 1.7 z 0.3 - 1D diameter (see Table I). An indication of the 
horizontal and wrt.ical separations between drops can be •een in \lie photo
graphs. Usually-, the drops lamed within a horisontal circle of 2-inch 
diameter. B;y running the filll through a motion-picture projector, the 
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larger drops were seen to tall faster than the aaaller ones, u was 
expected. 

Three types or projectiles were usedJ see Figure ). Two of the three types 
were fired in an unrifled 60-callber gun. The lack of spin permitted these 
projectiles to tumble; however, as may be aeen from the photographs, when 
the projectile was traversing the rain, the twabling had oot yet become 
appreciable. or the 60-caliber projectiles, one type was a right circular 
cylil¥ler or diaaeter 0.599 incbee and of one-inch length, the other type 
had a conical nose of 60• full apex atgl.e. The 6()--degree cone was chosen 
because data were available on the shock fronts produced by such projectiles. 
The third type of projectile was from a standard 20-mm shell. Tbe 20-im 
projectiles were rifled but this did not seem to aodify appreciably their 
boW shock wave•J for photographs of 2-pound spinning projectiles in motion 
see Reference 4. 

IV. Experillental Procedure 

Each firi~ of a projectile through simulated rain was carried out accord
i~ to the following program: 

(1) The Fastax camera was loaded with 100 feet of Super XX 16-mm film. 

( 2) The beari~s or tbe rotating part.a or tbe camera were lubricated 
with special oil. 

(3) Tbe light source am the chronograph were turned on. 

(4) The ailmlated rain was allowed to tall. 

(.5) The camera waa started sillultaneously with a time-del~ device, 
which some o.6 seconds lat.er,. fired the gun. 

(6) The read~ ot the chronometer was recorded and this was the tiae 
required for the projectile to traverse the ten feet between the 
wooden screens. 

v. Results 

Twenty-one motion-picture sequences wre obtained each showing the effects 
of tiri~ a projectile through simulated rain. Of these, ten were taken 
of 60-caliber conical-nose projectiles whose speeds ranged from 2460 ft/sec 
to 4060 rt/sec. Six of the shots were with 20-IRDl projectiles which travel
led at 2660 :t 40 ft/sec. Five shots were made using bluff cylindrical 
60-caliber cylinders travelling about 1900 :t 100 ftlsec; chronologically, 
these wre the first shots fired, but they are J1Sntioned last becuase 
their speed aaaureaente were unsatisfactory. Finally, one sequence was 
taken ot a conical-nose projectile fired without &:t\Y rain. Because of' an 
improTed aetup, there was less horizontal spreadi~ o.f the rain drops in 
the shots using the conical-nose projectiles and the 20-mm anmmnition. 
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.All projectiles were fired at superaonic speeds and any rain drop not 
haviDg experienced a direct impact with a projecti le was subject te a 
aeries of effects u follows: 

(1) Iapact of the bow sh:>ck wave that originated .from the region near 
tbe nose of the supersonic projectile. 

( 2) The Pram.tl-*yer expansion waves that arose mainly from the 
shoulder region or the projectile. 

(3) Iapacts fro• eecondar, shock waws which originated from tle rear 
or the projectile and .from its turbulent wake. 

(1') Tbe debris and gases rroa the propelling explosion caaa last. 

'?he strength of the bow ahock wave can be estilllated tor the conical-nose 
projectiles (•ee Tabla II). The other effects were relativeq- weak except 
for the debris and gases from the propelling blast. Tbe place ot entry 
of this last effect could be seen in the photographs under comideration. 

,..he result• which were en.dent from tm aotion-picture sequences are given 
below: 

(1) Nowhere vu there evidence that rain dro were imediate broken 
up y v a c waves. ppare re wre 
H"fer cases w re, oug a c t with a projectile, rain 
drops wre instantly broken up into a fine spray. Dark saudges 
or dark clouda in certain pictures can be explained as due to the 
refraction effects of a gNat aany- tift1' liquid droplets and JJOt 
by regions of high water npor content or of possible air-density 
c~es (see Section~ C). 

( 2) '!he rain dro llere arred and iamediate deformed a bow •bock 
va"fe • In • an;y instances tbe rope rokB up be ore the blast o 
aeoria and gues froi tbe gun auzsle nept bl. The tillB required 
for drop breakup depended u~n the • trengtli of the shock waft, 
but was newr less than abou 6oo llicroaecondi (paec). Drops 
further avq from the line o? tire took longer to break up. Those 
drops which wre situated closest to the line of fire of the blui'f-
110se c7lindrical projectiles broke up first (e.g., 600 p.sec in 
shot 19); here each of the bluft-mse projectiles produced a 
strong local bow shock which may haw been stronger in the rtciD
ity or the nose than for other types of projectiles, but whose 
intenaity certainly' fell ott J10re rapidly with distance .trom the 
line of .tire. 

(3) It vu formd that the expos~ times 11ere 20 to 27 esec and the 
tliiiea between auceessi've frmaes were 115 to 166 ~c• Thie expos
•ure tms and the iiiter-trame periodi were 'calcuted from ( a) 
Blurs in the images of projectiles and their associated shock 
fronts, and (b) The change in projectile positions between succes
sive frames. The operation of the camera was such that tm inter
frame period was equal to 5.6 times the exposure tm. 
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TABLE I CHARACTERISTICS OF NATURALLY OCCURRING PRECIPI?ATION* 

(Air Density as at 0°c and 740 ma Preas.) 

Velocity Milligrams Grain., of 
of Fall of liquid Liquid 

Precipitation Droplet Rates water per Water per 
Popular Int.ens!% Di.all. Meters cu meter cu ft of 

Haa 'lllD/hr i hr mm per sec. of air air 

Clear o.oo -- - .. -- o.oo 

Fog Trace - - -.01 0.003 6.o o.cxn 

Mist o.os 0.002 0.10 0.25 55.5 0.024 

Drizzle 0.25 0.01 0.20 0.75 92.6 0.04 

Light 
Rllin 1.00 0.04 o.45 2.00 138.9 o.06 

Moderate 
Rain 4.00 o.16 1.0 4.oo 277.8 0.12 

Heavy 
Rain 15.oo o.59 1.5 s.oo 833.3 o.365 

Excessive 
Rain 40.0 1.6 2.1 6.00 1851.9 o.a1 

Clous-
burst 100 4.o 3.0 1.00 4000 1.7.5 

to to to to 
1000 40.0 35000 15 • .)) 

* F • .A. Berey, Jr., E. Bol.lay and N. R. Beers, Handbook of Meteorology-, McGraw 
Hill (1945) • 
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TABLE Il SHOCK-FRONT AlllLES AND ffiESSURE STEPS IN THE CASE OF 60-DIDREE 

APEX ANGLE CONES FIRED AT VARIOUS SPEEDS 

Shot Projectiie Mach Angle between conical Pressure ratio across 
Ilullber Speed Number part ot bow shock the tne conical part 

front & line of fire* of tbe abock front-ff. 

rt/sec M Degrees pl/po 

1 4060 3.64 38.0 S.63 

2 3690 3.29 38.8 4.76 

3 3140 2.80 41.3 3.60 

4 2910 2.60 42.3 J.h2 

6 27'.J) 2.h4 43.3 3.14 

8 2510 2.24 45., 2.78 

*Cf.Fig. ll, P• 467, J. w. Maccoll, Proc. Roy. Soc. A, vol. 1$9, p. 4$9 
(April 19 37) • 

H-Interpolated !rora the results ot Table II, p. 265, o. I. Taylor and J. v. 
Maccoll, Proc. Roy. Soc. A1 vol. 1.1), P• 278 (Feb. 1933). 
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VI. Discussion 

A. Shock Waves Produced by tbe Projectiles 

The three types of projectiles were fired at supersonic speeds and ~ 
projectile travelling through air taster tban the speed of sound pro
duces a bow shock wave (see Reference 5). The surface of this shock 
wave is approximately conical and symmetric relative to the line or 
fire. The apex of t he cone lies near the nose ot the projectile and 
ll&Y' be either just a little ahead of the nose or attachltd to it dapeDi• 
ing upon both the shape ot the latter and the ratio of projectile speed 
to the speed of sound. The forward-moat portion ot t be shock wave is 
its apexJ frOlll here the shock front be els back away f rom tm direction of 
motion. In tact, the faster the projectile 1a moving, the ore acutely 
ite shock i'ront bends back. 

The shock wave separates one region or constant pressure, P
0

, density 
and air velocit7 lyi~ ahead of it from another region of relatiwly 
constant pressure, P,, density and air velocity lyi~ behincl. In the 
cues which concern the projectiles fired agaimt rain, the thicknesses 
of the transition regions re of the order of io-3 to 10-4 - (eee 
References 6 and 7) J i.9., the shock-v :ve thicknesses were auch leas 
than the diameters of natur occurring rain drops (see Table I ) . 

or the three types ot pn,jectiles , the blutt-mae cylindrical. onaa 
produced bow shock waves which were the most intenae (i.e., Pi/P0 v 
largest) in regions "V9ry close to the DOSeJ but in these cue• the 
intensities fell off more r apid]¥ with dist nee away from t.... lina ot 
fire (aee Reference 8). On the other hand, JIO&t was known about the 
inten&itiea of the shock waves produced by the conical- nose projectileaJ 
values are given in Table II for both the pressure change across a bow 
shock front and it• inclination u a function ot projectile speed. 
T.beae nl\18& are good for regiona near the nose and bad been obtained 
theoretically' and had been checked by _, urementa (aee Rete nces 9 
and 10) . Final.11', the 20-ma projectiles were available for t iring and 
offered a variation of type of bov shock which might be more coaparable 
to that formed by the nose of a supersonic aireratt. 

In the case of actual projectiles (see References 8 and 11), t he pres
sure ratio Pi/ P0 always te to fal off with increasing distance 
from the flow axis ( 1.e. , the line of fire). In particular, it vu 
found that (see Reference 11), tor a 60• conical-nose projectile, the 
preaaure ratio P1/P0 falls to rougbq o. 7 or the valuea giwn in 
Table II at a point distant some 4R fl'Ol1l the flow axis; R denotes the 
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cross-1ectional radiu of the projectile. A decreue in al.ope of the 
shock front relatiw to the direction of aotion ill another aanU'e•tation 
ot the decrease in shock intensity with increased distance •87 fro• the 
now m.a. In the case ot a full 60• conical-non projectile, the de• 
creue in shock slope is gradual and doea not beco• wry appreciable 
at regions closer tban laR to the now &Xia (aee References , and 11). 

Shadow · photographs ot projectile• and their shock nves have been taken 
b7 tbe Balliatic Research Laboratory, .Aberdeen, Md. One ncla photo• 
graph shows the shock waves produced by a 1.$5-Ga projectile travell~ 
at a speed .of' Mach 2.479 (aee Reference 12) and T8f7 littla clacreaae 
in tba al.ope of the bov allook front 1a eTi.dent out to 8R. Bowwr, 
thia photograph ia not direct~ applicabla to thoae projectile• which 
were tired throqh the rain d:rope becuue it ahova a aore •streaali.Dl9d" 
projectile and the nature of flow around a aupersonic projectile 1• 
such that. any abrupt changes in shape create secondary effect.a which 
caue the bov a bock wave to tall oft mre rapidly. 

B. Period of Sllall Surtace-Tenaion Oscillations 

The theorr ot nail nrtace-tenaion oacillationa ot a liquid drop about 
a spherical rom bu ~en worked out bJ' Lord Rqleigh ( Ne Reference 1.3). 
'!'ha shape of the aurrace ot the oscillating drop can be expressed u a 
superposition of aewral haraonical~ tille-clependant detoraat.iona each 
characteri1ed bJ' a particular Legendre po~omial. The a>st important 
mode of oscillation occurs tor the Legendre po~aial ot order n • s; 
this aans that the drop configuration oscillates betveen a dmabbell 
shape and a nattened sphere, where the nattened regions are alightq 
concave. Values of the period ot oscillation for n • 2 are aet out in 
Table III. 

TABLE III SMALL SURFACE-TENSION OSCILLATIONS 

Diameter or 
Water Drop -

1.0 
1.s 
2.0 

Period ot 
oa cillation 

T 

It ia interesting to note that tbe observed t.i•• between a typical 
:impact ot a bow shock wave with a rain drop and drop breakup are ot t.be 
• 111119 • agnitudes u the ti.lie required b., a aall aurf'ace-•oscillation 
to change a sphere into either tlle slightly dUJl1i,11-type configuration 

A 
or into a flattened sphere; i.e., for water dropa whoee •1•• are the 
same as 1n tbs s:lJlulated rain, (i/k)T equala 1000 ~ec w 4000 JUiee. 
lt>reover, in certain aot.ion•picture sequences rain drops bavi~ been 
struck b7 a bow shock wave appeared to grow into flattened spbares and 
ultimately into # ::;sort. of doughnut-shaped. objecta before breaking 11p. 
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In at least om cue (see shot lo. 20), a drop or rain having absorbed 
energy from the blpact or a ah>ck wave changed into a duabbell shape 
before breaking up. lbwever, since the theory or surface-tension 
oscillations onl.1' applies to saall oscillations, it cannot be concluded 
without further consideration that the sbock-vave illlpacts excited •ur
race oscillations in the rain drops and that these oscillations were 
or sufficient &11plitudes to break up the drops. 

The tm or transit of a compression wave through the body or a typi
cal rain drop should haw been 

(1.7 mm}/T • 1.2 psec, 
where T denotes tbe velocity or sound in liquid water (v • 4750 tt/eec}. 
The fact that the drop breakup times were some thousams or times 
greater than l. 2 psec is further evidence that the breakup mechanislll 
is related to a surface effect. 

c. Interpretation ot Dark Clouda on Soae Pictures 

In certain pbotograpbe a dark cloud auddenq appeared am •lowly 
<liasipated. Such clouds always formed adjacent to the blurred illlage 
of a projectile am in a region which previously had contained a rain 
drop. In all caaes it was possible to usoci&te the foraation of one 
of these clouds with a direct impact or a projectile and a rain drop. 
Howe'Wr, the tranaforaation or a rain drop of 1. 7-mm diameter into a 
cloud acae hundreds or times larger in area vaa nrprising and, con
sequently, SOIIIB explanation was sought. 

Suppose that in the optical setup depicted in Figure 2, there was a 
local anomal.3' in the refractive index throughout some region ot the 
order of a cubic ioch in aise and which was located ..aoaewhere between 
the two colli.Jlating lames. u»t the anomalous :refractive index be denoted 
by n + 41n compared to an i.Ddiex equal to n everywhere else. Light which 
passed in and out of the anoaaloua region would be refracted so that 
it no longer would be brought to a rocua at the center or the ir111 
diaphraga of the caara. Accordi~ to the laws of refraction, it can be 
shown that the light which passed through the anomalous region would 
be focused on a point that is at a distance 8 £roll the optical axis 
ot tbe camera. The aagnitude of cS is giwn by the followi~ relations 

h < inches) • 60 E' J 
Ea (An/n) tan rJ; 

here rJ denotes the angle between the incident ray and a DOl"lll&l to tbe 
surface or the anoa• laua region. rr the diameter ot the C111&ra aper
ture were 0.1 inches, then a value or An equal to or greater than 
(0.05/60} cot rJ • o.000633 cot rJ would be necessary to reflect light 
out or the camera. 

The difference between the refractive index of water and air 18 0.333. 
Since this 18 the equivalent .An for a rain drop, the latter would 
refract light out of the canmra for all angles of incidence down to 
rJ • a.re cot (0.333/0.000833) • 0.1• am. this effect aust bave been 
respouible tor • ak1ng the rain drops appear as little dark circles. 
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On the other hand, vat.er vapor has a retractift index or 1.0002s 
compared to n • 1.00029 tor air. In order for water vapor to retract 
light out of tlm camera, the rolloiri~ relation muat be satisfied: 

60 x (l.0002'} • 1.00025) tan rj ~ O.OS inches 
or 

a1· ~ 'I < 90•. 

PI\Yaioal~ thiJI •ans that, eftn it a region wre to be ¥)0% water, 
onl.7 a portion of it• periphery corresponding to 87 0 ~ j < 90• would 
be able to refract light out ot the cuera. 

Tlma, the dark clouds which appeared on certain photographs • ust be 
due to •iseable variations in refractive index such u can be attributed 
to liquid water itself. Coneequentq, these cloudll are indications 
that, a rain droJ 1a atoai.sed into liquid sprq bz iapact vi th a super-
aonic project! • . 
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Shot No. 1. Conical-Nose Projectile 60-Caliber with 60° Full Apex Angle 
Speed 4060 ft/sec 
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Shot No. 3. Conical-Nose Projectile 60-Caliber with 60° Full Apex Angle 
Speed 3140 ft/sec 
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Shot No. 4. Conical-Nose Projectile 60-Caliber with 60° Full Apex Angle 
Speed 2910 ft/sec 
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Shot No. 6. Conical-J.iose Projectile 60-Caliber with 60° Full Apex Ang.1 :i 
Speed 2730 ft/sec 
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Shot No. 8. Conical-Nose Projectile 60-Caliber with 60° Full Apex Angle 
Speed 2510 ft/sec 
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Shot No. 10. Conical-Nose Projectile 60-Caliber with 60° Full Apex Angle 
Speed 2680 ft/sec 
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Shot No. 14. 20-mm Projectile, Speed 2960 ft/Re~ 
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Shot No. 15. 20-rmn Projectile, Speed 2720 ft/sec 
Vol. I 
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.. 



• 

Shot No. 19. Bluff-Nose Cylindrical 6()-Caliber, Speed 1900 ± 100 ft/sec 
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.. 

Shot No. 20. Bluff-Nose Cylindrical 60-Caliber, Speed 1900 ± 100 ft/sec 
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, 

• 

Shot No. 21. Bluff-Nose Cylindfical 60-Caliber, Speed 1900 ± 100 ft/sec 
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Shot No. 22. Bluff-Nose Cylindrical 60-Caliber. Speed 1900 ± 100 ft/sec 
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